Marcella possible research:

✓ Grt Lakes freighter
Manitowoc Google Earth
✓ Lewistown Poor Farm during flu epidemic
'51 soup opened
M'woc garden club--vegs
✓ what meals etc cost in '51
Milwaukee bus station restaurant called a bierstube?
describe the n'hood: polack teenagers
Marcella's remembered Wisc. details
--fish fries in all the restaurants on Fri. nights
--how orderly Wisc. looked compared to other states/places
on love to wait

streaking

00 filtered down to us through the sieve of the world beyond the horizon.
destinations

Little Bighorn (Herman is taken w/ the contrary words, as well as w/ Custer; another Dead Man's Hill)

Yosemite? (Let the fire fall.)

Boot Hill? Tombstone?

Yellowstone Park? (& Tetons?)

Big Hole? (haying? D can drive stacker team? hobo jungle)

Monument Valley?

Grand Coulee?

Old Fateful

restrict it to Montana? Three Forks; Yellowstone (Cody/Buffalo Bill); Big Hole "What's there?" "Hay." (Had to change busses at Butte for Wisdom)
Eyeing

Ideas notebook entry:

eyeing: shearing, done along w/ tagging?—when wool is cleared away from sheep's eyes. Similar kind of gathering (we even collected tufts caught on barbwire to send in with the taggings and eyewool for blankets) in research and thinking for books.
Bozeman bar names etc. (from MSU Specl CoMs) are in "Heart Earth-Montana" file folder
If the sea were rye whiskey and I were a duck,
I'd swim to the bottom and I'd never come up.

song: Hesitation Blues
Clarence Palmer, p. 30—"the elephant corral" (a big corral)
One thing leads to another.